NOTICE

Date: 28th February, 2022

All the students are hereby informed that there will be a Holi celebration programme in college in collaboration with the NSS (National Service Scheme) on 16th March, 2022. The programme is called the “Holi Fest 2k22” and the scheduled activities would take place from 10:30 AM to 1:00 PM in the following order:

- Music performance
- Dance performance
- Dramatic Act
- Hasgulle stand-up comedy Act
- Poetry competition (English and Hindi) on the theme of "Holi-the festival of colors", "Spring", “Victory of good over evil” and any other relevant theme.
- A painting competition on the above themes would run parallel in the allotted time period of 10:30 AM to 11:30 AM.
- Stalls will be organized by students including food stalls of items that can be prepared without fire, Handicraft stalls, Accessories stalls such as jewellery, dream catchers and bags, and game stalls.

There will also be a donation box called "Khushiyon ka pitaara" where anyone can donate books, clothes, packaged foods, medications, women sanitation items like sanitary pads, covid masks, sanitizers, and other essentials.

Students need to adhere to social distancing and other covid safety protocols. Use of Holi colors (Gulaal), water balloons, or crackers is not allowed on campus.

Certificate of participation will be provided to all participants and prizes to the best entries in all three competitions.

Registration for students for the painting competition, poetry competition (English), Poetry competition (Hindi) and setting up of Stall in “Holi Fest 2k22” would begin from 2nd March, 2022.
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